Wax Applicator Unit
Wax Connections Inc.

The wax applicator is a wax pattern
assembly tool. Used to replace those
old fashion eyedroppers and tins of
melted wax, with a piece of
equipment that gives the operator
control.
Controlling the flow of wax will cut
the amount of rejects, eliminating
scrap and increasing profits.

What will the wax applicator do for you?








Reduces mold scrap, up to 3% in one company
Reduces labor time and cost
Produces predictable wax seams
Improves process control
Provides a quick return on investment
Produces stronger assemblies
Provides a tool to develop engineered seam designs

Features












*New* Voltage regulating circuitry
*New* Control console constructed of 6061 Aluminum
*New* Double sealing silicon tank seal
*New* Solid state circuitry
Portable and Compact design to minimize table space
Hand held applicator hose, like writing with a large pen
Controlled flow of seam wax to the pattern
Controlled temperature of the wax at the seam
Continuous flow of wax with the press of a lever
Interchangeable tips for bead size control
Specialty tips for hard to access areas
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Wax Connections benefits
Faster, neater, cleaner output
Less fatigue, mess, mistakes
No rejects, no waste
Big, solid cost savings

Specifics







Dimensions 14" x 8" x 8"
2-liter wax capacity
Tank temperature control to
190F
Air pressure regulation 0 to 10
PSI, normal op. 5 PSI
Switch able modes, standby (tank
heat) and apply.
Inputs, 115 VAC 15 PSI

Voltage Regulated Unit
#CV211505
 Maintains voltage precisely to the
dispensing hose and tip, when there are
large fluctuations in your plants line voltage.
 Lever operated hand held dispenser
 Voltage regulated hose temperature
 Variable needle temperature
 Unit includes (1) Applicator Hose, and (1) 18 GA. Tip assembly

Remote Controlled Unit
#CR211505
 Same unit as CV211505 with solenoid controls
 Solenoid controlled wax dispenser
 Set hose temperature
 Variable needle temperature
 Unit includes (1) Applicator Hose, and (1) 18 GA. Tip assembly
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